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VI. Parallel Con1puting: a Latin An1erican Perspective 

1 Introduction 

S. W. Song 

Universidade de Sao Paulo 
lnstituto de Matematica e Estatistica 

Departamen\o de Ciencia da Compu~ao 
CEP 05508-900 Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil 

e-mail: song@ime.usp.br 

High-performance computing has almost always been as.'>Oeiated with the most expres
sive new results obtained in various areas of Science and Technology. The appearance 
of the so-ca!led supercomputers ·has opened new horizons for scientific research and de
velopment, enabling observations and experimentations considered until then impossible 
or economically infeasible. 

High-performance computing is intimately related to the solu~ion of the so-called 
"Grand Challenges" that include such problems as Forecasting of Weather and Climate, 
Material Scienc~s, Str!lctural Biology, Chromodynamics, Transport, Ocean Sciences, 
Medicine and Health. 

Accor<ling to the recent (November IO, 1995) TOP.500 Supercomputer Sites report 
[12], the topmost 500 supercomputers are distributed as follows. 

Continent or 
country 

Unites States 
Europf' 
.Japan 
Others 

I Total 

Table 1 

Number of supercomputers 
in the TOP500 list 

269 
139 
73 
19 

500 

.54% 
28% 
14% 

4% 

100311 

Nolicf' !.hf' rdatively small number (4%) nf supercomputer site:> located out.c;id.- t.h" 
U.S., Europf' an<I .Japan. Among these I!) supercomputer sit.es, only two arf' locaiNI 
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in Latin America, one in Mexico and one in Brazil. At the Universidad Autonoma 
Metropolitana, lstapalapa, Mexico, the Silicon Graphics Power Challenge occupiPs 
the 268th position among the TOP500 list. In Brazil's INPE (lnstituto Nacional de 
Pesquisas Espaciais - National Institute of Space Research), the Nippon Electric Com
pany SX-3/12R occupies the 420th position. This machine is used in weather forecasting 
research. The following table gives a summary. 

Table 2 

(Source: TOP500 Supercomputer Sites - November IO, 1995 report [12].) 

Country 

Mexico 
Brazil 

Institution 

Univ. Aut. Metropolitana 
INPE / CPTEC 

Equipment 

SG I Power Challenge 
NEC SX-3/12R 

Usage 

Academic 
Weather 

Ranking 

268 
-120 

The number of supercomputer sites located in Latin America has been a little larger 
two years ago. According to the 1993 TOP500 Supercomputer Sites report, there were 
two supercomputers located in Brazile another two in Mexico, as shown in the following 
table. 

Table 3 

(Source: TOP500 Supercomputer Sites - November 11, 1993 report (11].) 

Country Institution Equipment Usage Ranking 
Brazil INPE / CPTEC NEC SX-3/12R Weather 93 
Mexico llniv. Nae. Ant. de Mexiro Cray Y-MPl/132 Academic 292 
Mexico ITESM IBM 907~001 SP-I Academic ·108 
Brazil UFRGS Cray Y-MP2E/232 Academic ·161 

Evolution of the TOP.500 equipments in terms of architecture is of special in~rest. 
Notirt" tlw gradual and steady increase of the MPP (massively parallel processor) tech
nology during thr past thrf'e yf'ars (set> the following table [12]). It is quitr rf'rt.ain that 
Parallf'I Computing should play a very important rolf' in supercomputing in thr nPxt. 
df'Catl••. 



Table 4 

Month/year Number of MPP systems 
in the TOP500 list 

Jun/1993 156 313 
Nov/1993 187 373 
Ju11/l994 227 453 
Nov/1994 239 483 
Jun/1995 230 463 
Nov/1995 284 573 

·-

With respect to CPU technology, off-the-shelf CMOS seems to gain ground at an 
f>Xtremely fast pace. The following is based on the TOP500 supercomputer sites during 
the past three years. 

Table 5 

Month/year Number of systems 
using off-the-shelf CMOS 

Jun/1993 109 223 
Nov/1993 124 253 
Jun/1994 193 393 
Nov/1994 242 483 
Jun/1995 322 643 
Nov/1995 364 733 

2 Supercomputing systems in Latin America 

2.1 Natit>nal Supercomputer Centers 

As shown in the last section, the number os supercomputers among the TOP500 list 
located in Latin America is very small. However there are a considerable number of 
supercomputers outside the TOP500 list. A very important role in this dissemination 
of high-performance computing is player! by the federal government. In Brazil the Min
istry of Science and Technology created the SINAPAD program (Sistema de Centros 
Na.dona.is de Processamento df> Alto Desempenho - National High-Performancf' Prcr 
cessing CPnters). This is similar to the National Science Foundation Superr.ornputer 
Centers in thf' United States, with, however, a much smaller lmdget. Thf> mission of 
SINAPAO is t.o providt• modern computing servir.es of quality anrl high ca.parity to 



researchers and professionals, as a means to diffuse high-performance computing to 
the various segments of Science and Technology. Five such national supercomputer 
centers (called CEN \PAD - Centro Nacional de Processamento de Alto Desempenho) 
have bP.en installed or planned, in the states of Rio Grande <lo Sul, Sao Paulo, Rio 
de .Janeiro, Minas Gerais and Ceara. One characteristics is that these centers, once 
installed, are supposed to be self supported through the services they provide. The 
central coordination of the CENAPAD is established by the Ministry of Science and 
Technology, through its FINEP (Financiadora de E.5tudos e Projetos - Research and 
Project Funding Agency). 

The SINAPAD program is not limited to the national supercomputer centers which 
aim to diffuse the usage of high-performa.nce technology. To a lesser extent, there is 
also a program to finance the research and design of high-performance hardware. A 
much smaller budget is dedicated to this end. The research and development groups 
deem to be adequate to this high-performance hardware design program are: the Uni
versidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, through its COPPE (Coorden~ao dos Programas 
de P6s-Gradu~ci.o de Engenharia.) and the Universidade de Scio Paulo, through its LSI 
(Laborat6rio de Si:>temas lntegraveis). 

In the following we give a brief description of three of the five CENAPADs. 

CESUP- RS 

CESUP- RS (Centro Nacional de Supercomput3.f;ci.o na Regici.o Sul) was th.! first national 
supercomputer center to be inaugurated (June 1992). It is installed at the Universidade 
Federal do Rio Grande do Sul. 

The hardware configuration of CESUP - RS is as follows. 

Cray Research Y-MP 2E/232 with 2 central units, each with: 

• peak performance of 330 MFLOPS 

• memory of 256 Mbytes 

• disk space of 16 Gbytes 

CENAPAD- SP 

CENAPAD - SP (Centro Narional de Pror.essamento de Alto Desempenho de Sao 
Paulo), the second national center (inaugurated in March 19!>4) is located at the Uni
versida.de Esta.dual de Campi;1a.s. lt.c; hardwarf' configurations is as follows. 

IBM 9076 SPl - 8 J.lroc:essors ea.c:h with 

• memory of 256 Mbytes 

• disk span' of 2 (;byl.Ps 



IBM ES 9021 - model 711 

• peak performance of 563 MFLOPS 

• memory of 512 Mbytes 

• extended merl!ory of 512 Mbytes 

CENAPAD - RJ 

CENAPAD - R.J (C~ntro Nacional de Processamento de Alto Desempenho do Rio de 
Janeiro) is installed at LNCC (Laborat6rio Nacional de Compu~ao Cientifica}. The 
hardware configuration is as follows. 

IBM SP-2 with 16 processors each with: 

• Memory of 256 Mbytes 

• local disk of 2 Gbytes 

• 2 data servers RS/6000 mod. 980 with 55 Gbytes 

• total peak performance of 2 GFLOPS. 

A planned upgrade (Feb. 96) will elevate the processing capacity to 8.7 GFLOPS. 

2.2 Other supercomputer systems 

A partial list of other supercomputer systems is included in Appendix A (page 16). 

3 Computing in Latin America 

As in the case of many third world co•rntries, exports of producL-; are ei::>ential in 
the national economy. Some of the Latin American countries have shown success in 
their capacity to develop and export software. As reported in [3], export·. of software 
developed in Chile amounted to approximately 22 million dollars in 1993. In addition to 
application packages a.nd software utilities, the exported producL5 include applications 
dealing with mining and forestry, in which Chile has special experience. 

In 19!l2, the Brazilian Ministry of Science and Ter.hnology, through CNPq (Con
selho Narional de 0Psenvolvimento Cientffirn e Tecnologico), launched an aggrnssive 
nationwide program, railed SOFTEX 2000. What follows is based on [20] whkh rnn 
bf' ronsultf'd for more details. The SOFTEX 2000 program is supported by thf' Unitf'd 
Nations l>f'Vf'lopment Progr.lmme (lJNDP). The main goal is to rcdirPr.l and sl.eN the 
Brazilian industry toward the devdopmcnt of software of quality for f'Xport.. Brazil 
presenl.o;; an active and high-pot.-ntial Pronmny, with the 8th Gross National Prod11rl. 



(GNP) of the world. Many factors show the strong vocation for Informatics: this coun
try hosts a large number of national and international software companies, with pro
fessionals trained through many high-quality university courses in Computer Science, 
a nationwide computer network (RNP - Rede Nacional de Pesquisa.) interconnect;ng 
virtually all the major universities and research institutes. The expenditure in Infor
matics in Brazil, as compared to the GNP, present similar indices as observc<l in more 
developed economies as Japan, Germany and France. One notable area in the usage 
of Informatics and networking is in transactional banking sy:.tems, certainly among the 
most advanced in the world. A research by Andersen Consulting shows that one in each 
thrf'e homes of classes A and B has a computer. The total of computer equipments is 
1.24 million, about 42% of which with fax/modem. The following table contains some 
interesting comparative data (Sources: Secretaria de Informatica, Brazil, also [13).) 

Table 6 

(In billions of US dollars.) 

Country Hardware Software Services in Total Total/GNP Total 
products Informatics per ca pi ta. 

USA 85,6 31,8 58,8 176,2 2,83 646 
Japan 35,5 6,4 :10,2 i2, I 2,04 295 Germany 17,0 5,8 1.5,0 37,8 I ,9·1 ·165 France 10,4 4, I 12,0 26,5 2.00 466 UK I I, 7 4,2 10,2 26,1 2,4 I ·138 Italy 6,2 3,3 7,1 16,6 1,35 292 
Brazil 5,2 0,9 2,7 8,!) 2,00 63 Netherlands 3,4 1,7 2,8 i,!) 2,36 499 

Since the end of the lnforrnatics Reserve Market Policy in I !)!JO, considerabl•! a.mount 
of f'ffort has been PXpended towards the r.ommercial intf'gration to international markets. 
(Refn to [17, 19] for somf' literature 011 the Brazqian national policy on Informatics.) 
The SOFT EX 2000 program, a joint initiative bf'tWf'f~n the government and thf' privatf' 
industry, aims to fostf'r the export of high quality software as an stratrgic economic 
altr.rnatiVf~ by the end of this century. It is viewed ;is a high priority program by the 
governrnf'nt to promote soft.ware in thf' intnnat.ional market. An out.post office has 
alrr.ady brrn established i11 Florida, U.S.A., 11s a rr.forr.ncr point of the program, to 
facilit:-.t:'. 11cces." and ront.act with thr. North American markf'I.. ~lore specific.ally, the 

goals of SOFTEX 2000 arf' to rnnqun onr p<>rcrnt. of I.hr intf'rnat.io11al software market. 
hy t.hf' Pnd oft.his Cf'n tu ry, t.o r11paci ta tr morf' than onf' thousand com panif's and gcnNat.r 
.)0 thousand nrw <1ualifiNI jobs. This ambitious program is rnordinat.N! hy a spf'cial 
l.f'illll from ('Nf>q (Consdho Nacio11al dr Drsenvolvimrnt.o Cirnt.ifirn r Trrnologirn). It 
is I.hr rolr oft.his Cf'nt.ral rnordinat.ion t.o forrnulal.r !.hf' stratf'gy and 11llocalf' rf'so1ircf's of 

fj 



In Brazil the following universities have official graduate programs (recognized by 
the Ministry er Education) in Computer Sdence. 

Pontificie Universidade Cat61ica do Rio de .Janeiro, Universidade de Sao 
Paulo (campus Sao Paulo and Sao Carlos), Universidade Estadual de Camp
inas, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Universidade Federal de Per
nambuco, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Universidade Federal do 
Rio Gra11de do Sul, lnstituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais, Universidade 
Federal da Parafba, Universidade Federal do Parana, Universidade Federal 
de Santa Catarina, Universidade Federal de Sao Carlos, Universidade de 
Brasilia, lnstituto Militar de Engenharia, 

Among the above list, the first eight also have Ph.D. program and most of the 
graduate programs include the area of Parallel Computi11g. 

In [14] a very careful study or the the various aspecl5 of Computer Science research 
in Mexico is presented. It contains also some interesting statistics concerning the im
portant question of human resources in Computer Science of various Latin American 
countries. Brazil has largest number of around 380 Ph.D.s in Computer Science (with 
one Ph.D. for every 433 thousand inhabitants), Chile has 70 (one Ph.D. for every 171 
thousa'ld inhabitants), Mexico has only one Ph.D. in Computer Science per million in
habitants. In Mexico the Ph.D.s in Computer Science are concentrated in one public 
ancl five private centers. Of the latter, four are departments of two private universities: 
lnstituto Aut6nomo de Mexico (ITAM) and lnstituto iecnologico de Estudios Superi
orcs de Monterrey (ITESM). The other private institution is the Laboratorio Nacional 
de Informatica. Avanzada (LANIA). The Secci6n de Computaci6n of the Department 
of EIPCtrica.I Engineering of the lnstituto Politecnico Na.cional is the only public center 
that contains a. group of Ph.D. researcher in Computer Science. 

3.2 Conferences and Journals in Computer Science 

Most countries maintain their local computer societies, as the Socieda.de Bra.<>ileira. 
de Comput;u;ao (SBC), Socieda.d Chilena. de Ciencia. de la. Computa.ci6n (SCCC), So
cieda.d Arg.-ntina. de Informatica. e lnvestigaci6n Opera.tiva. (SADIO). There is also a. 
La.tin American Computer Soriety - CLEI - c~ntro Latino Americ.ano de Estudios en 
Informatica.. 

Thr Brazilian SBC organizes a ma.in annu;d Computn Science ConfererirC' (with 
a.n a.l.ter1da.ncP of more tha.ra 2 thousand in the r.-r.-nt. August I!)!)!) rd it.ion), a." wf'll 
as a.bout. a. dozf'n sppdfic symposia. in surh areas as Da.taha.4'eS, Softwa.rP r~nginPering, 
Computn (;ra.phks and lrna.gP Proces.-;ing, Artificial lntPlligenre, Computer Nrtworks, 
Concept.ion of lntPgra.ted CircuiL4', Neural Nct.vorks, Musk and CompulNs, lnforma.tirs 
in Educa.r.ion, Programming La.nguagPs, etc. SornP of tlwse symposia. ha.VP intnna.t.iona.I 
program -om mi :t1•rs, with suhmissions from all a.round t.h" world. Sine.- I f>~7. SBC 



started the annual symposium on Parallel Processing, currently named SBAC-PAD -
Simp6sio Brasileiro de Arquitetura de ComputadorC's e Proressamento de Alto Desem
penho (Computer Architecture and High-Performance Processing Symposium). The 
specific area of Parallel Computing has grown considerably during the past few years 
in Brazil. In last August 1995, the 7th SBAC-PAD was held in Canela, Rio Grande do 
Sul, with nearly 600 participants. 

The Chilean SCCC organizes an annual conference called the International Con
ference of the Chilean Computer Science Society, a conference of high quality with 
international program committee. 

In 1992, the Department of Computer Science of the Universi<lade de Sao Paulo 
(DCC/IME/USP) sponsored the international symposium LATIN'92 (Latin American 
Theoretical IN/ormatics), the first of a series of symposia in Theoretical Computer 
Science to be held in Latin America. The conference proceedings are published as 
Lecture Notes in Computer Science by Springer-Verlag. The second edition of LATIN 
was held in 1995 in Valparaiso, Chile. The third one is pla!lned to be held again in 
Brazil, at the Universidade Estadnal de Campinas, in 1997. 

In 1993, the First South American Workshop on String Processing was organized and 
held at the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais. The second workshop was repeated 
in Chile, held immediately after LATIN, in April 1995. The third workshop will take 
place at the Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, in August 1996. 

An annual Latin American conference is organized by CLE!, called Conferencia 
Latinoamericana de Informatica. This conference is held each year at a different Latin 
American country. 

The Socie<lade Brasileira de Computa~ao (SBC) publishes the journal Reuista Bra
sileira de Computapio. In 1994, SBC inaugurated a. new international journal, named 
Journal of the Brazilian Computer Society (.JBCS), with an international editorial 
board .• JBCS is published three time a year. The third iss11t', publishrd in .July 199.5, 
was dedicated to Parallel Computi:ig. 

4 International cooperation - a new experience 

The cooperation between the university and industry has b<'<'ll much enpha.'iizecl, par
ticularly in the European ESPRIT program. Cooperativ<' programs involving diversf' 
partners from the aca<lernia. and industry hav1> hf'C'n adoptNI a." t.lu· sin" qua non condi
tion in many rf'n~nt international rooprration programs. 

In the area. of Parallf'I Computing, the ITDC'!H program (Information TPrhnologif"s 
for Developing Countries) ran be considered a.'i f'Xlrf'nlf'ly import.ant to the developmf'nt. 
of this arra in Latin Anwrira.n countries. ITDC Wa.'i an initiative of tlw Cornmis1'ion 
of I.hf' European Co11111111niti1>s (CEC). ThP purpos" of this init.iat.ivr is to providr rf"-



search infrastructure, in terms of parallel computers, to aid research groups located in 
developing countries. The goal is to establish scientific cooperation between rPsearch 
institutions in developing countries and in Europe. The CEC funding, through ITDC. 
includes the purchase of European parallel computers, as well as other minor costs for 
installation, trainin~ and travel. The call for projects was responded with great enthu
siasm, with more than 250 projecL'i submitted frem research groups located all around 
the world. The high competition ensures the quality of the more than twenty selected 
projects to receive funding. In Latin America, we can mention this following partial list 
of institutions that were selected: ITESM of Mexico, Universidad de Venezuela llni
versidad <le Chile, Universidade de Sao Paulo (two projects - one from the Department 
of Computer Science and another from Electrical Engineering), Universidade Estadual 
de Campinas (Computer Science ancl Electrical Engineering) Universidade Federal do 
Rio de Janeiro, etc. 

Another CEC cooperative program involving multiple partners is the ALFA program 
(America Latir.a. Formacion Academica), with the purpose of encouraging scientific 
cooperation between European and Latin American institutions, mainly in the formation 
of human resources. 

In 1995 CEC launched the INCO program (International Cooperation with Third 
Countries - Part C) with a total funding of 208.98 million ECU through 1998. ThP 
proposal should be transnational involving at lea.st two partners from different mem
ber states of the European Union and at least one partner from a developing country, 
with strong preference to projects with at least two partners from separate developing 
countries in the same region. In each annual call for proposals, high priority area.'> 
are identified. One such area is Applications of High-Performance Computing, ParallPI 
Programming and Networking (HPCN) with the following objectives: 

- raising the awarenes..; of and promoting the use of HPCN in industry 

- training HPCN applications developers and users in industry 

- establish HPCN best practice in a user environm£'nt 

- stimulating the development of thP HPCN infra.-.tructur£' 

- ua.dertaking HPCN rPsearch as identified by application requirPrnents. 

This four-year program will uncloubtly boost thf' alrertdy f'fff'rw~scf'nt Parallel Com
puting research in Latin AmNinrn countrif's to f'Vf'n highN lf'v. :,.. 

Onf' notable point to he notic.rd in rrcrnt fundinii; of ff'Sf'arrh r,rojf'rt.-; is thr prPs
f'nce of collaboration with industrial partnrrs, with prPfrrf'ncf' to applicatio11-ori<'nt.f'd 
rf'sParch topics that would rPstilt in suhst.antial llf'nrfits to socif't.y. To il111st.rat.f' tliis 
point. Wf' mPntion the CEC/ITDC projrrt hf'ing rnordinate'I by this author (lf niversi

dadr ""Sao Paulo (IME/lfSP), IJPpartamrnt.n "" Cii>nda da Co111p11t.a.c,ao, (:rupo "" 
Co111p11t.ac,iio ParalPla" Distri bufda). This project. ha.-; t.hf' rnlla.horation of <av1 () FIRST 
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Berlin and Parsyte(: (\\hich provided the PowerXplorer 16/32 Parallel Computing Sys
tem installed at IME/tTSP). 

One of the goals of this project is to develop application-oriented software for numer
ically intensive applications. The chosen application area is Meteorological Computa
tions and Environmental Analysis (Monitoring of Pollutants Dispersion). The research 
part of t~:e project in environmental and atmospheric applications will be conducted by 
researchers of the Department of Appl;"rl l\lathematics and Department of Atmospheric 
Sciences of USP. We will also seek co!':i.~oration with governmental agencies for envi
ronmental control in the City and State of Sao Paulo. The goal of the project is to 
improve the understanding of the meteorological control processes on the air pollution 
in Sao Paulo and develop operational techniques for predicting local atmospheric condi
tions in Sao Paulo. The Department of Atmospheric Sciences of USP has implemented 
the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) in 1990 and it will be used as the 
main atmospheric simulation tool. The smog analysis and monitoring system DYMOS, 
developed in Germany[l8], will be used for the simulation of the air pollution in Sao 
Paulo. Comparison between the atmospheric components of both DYMOS and RAMS 
shall be conducted. HAMS has been undergoing significant rearrangement of the code 
in order to run on clus~.ers of workstations and massive paraH~I machines. The parallel 
version of RAMS was available for the users at the end of 1994 and shall be ported to 
the Parsytec system. As part of the ongoing collaboration between GMO and I.ME/USP 
a fine grain message passing version of the DYMOS model shall be developed. 

Numerical modeling of the local circulation in Sao Paulo is an important tecl1nique 
for understanding the dispersion processes associated with the air pollution. The basic 
role of the sea bree1e and the complex orography on the initiation of precipitation 
has already been explored. Howevrr, most of the heavy pollution episodes in Sao 
Paulo occur during the dry sf>a.'>on. Thus, atmospheric modeling will be applifd to 
Winter type typical situations in Sao Paulo, considering realistic distributions of surface 
characteristics, such a.<> high resolution topography (order of a kilometer), type of soil 
and vegetation, surface roughness, moisture and albedo. Besides the processes studies, 
an operational technique for forecasting the local flow shall be developed on a nestf><I 
version of RAMS with coarsr grid rf'solution of 32 km and a fine grid of 2 km covering 
the metropolitan area of Sao Paulo. 

5 Design of scalable algoritlnns 

As a joint work of this author with F. l>f'hrlf' (School or Computer Science, Carleton 
If nivrrsity, Ottawa, Canada), WI' havf' invf'stiS?,at~d thf' problf'm and issUf~S or cfficiPnt 
parallf'I impll'mf'ntations. Thi' following is f'Xf.ractPd frorn an ongoing ]oint project. 

The main problem in parallf'I rnmput.ing is the Wf'll known "software bottleneck". 
Currf'nt rnmnu~rrial applirat.ions of parallf'I marhinf's arf' st.ill rf'stricted mainly to triv
ially parallf'lizablf' prohlf'ms wlwrf' rn1111111111irat.ion req11irf'mf'nts arf' obviously low. On 

11 
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the other hand, t~re is a large body of literature on parallel algorit:un design for many 
non-trivial problerns. However, these results suffer from the fact that there exisL-; no 
agreed model of parallelism that is close enough to existing machines to allow for a 
reasonable prediction of the speed of an implementation. The problem is obvious for 
PRAM based parallel algorithms, but even network based parallel algorithms are of
ten very problematic and the ~peed obtained when implementing such algorithms on 
a commercial multiprocessor is often very disappointing. Fine-grained parallelism of 
the PRAM algorithms !:'equire a high and frequently unreasonable amount of proces
sors, in addition to the need of tightly synchronized lock-step operations among the 
many processors. It is therefore imperative to de&ign mndels and algorithms in such 
a way that the theoretical complexity analysis matches the timings observed in actual 
implementations. 

For geometric problems like visibility, convex hull, voronoi diagram, union of rectan
gles etc., which exhibit massive communication requirements, by using a coarse-grained 
model, Dehne [8, 9] has recently achieved considerable progress towards this goal. For 
many architectures, such results are a considerable improvement over existing methods. 
This applies in particular to previous fine-grained algorithms, even if they are (fine
grained) optimal. For example, it is impossible for fine-grained mesh algorithms, even 
optimal ones, to yield optimal speedups for ratios n/p > 0(1) ( n =number of proces
sors, p = number of data items) by applying the usual simulation method (also called 
"virtual processors" in many multicomputer operating systems). For n/ p > 0 (I), our 
methods are considerably faster. These algorithms arf' simple and easy to implement. 
The constanL'i in the time complexity analysis are smail. Except for a small (sornetimrs 
fixed) number of communication rounds, all othE.~ computation requires no rommunica.
tion. For coarse grained machines, this new method implie; communication through few 
large messages rather than having many small messages. This is important for ma.chines 
like the Intel iPSC whrre ea.ch nwssage creates a considerable overhead. Dehn" and his 
collaborators havr implementf'll and tested prototypes of some of algorithms on a CM.5 
and iPSC/860, and obtained very fast running times which match nicely the theoretica.I 
analysis. 

Dehne's coarse-grained model 

We now pr<"sent the ma.in i1l('as of Dehne's scalable parallel n 111p11tat.io11al modrl for 
coarse-grained 1listribut.f'<I mr1110ry multicomputers. 

Considrr a problrm of input sizr 11 and a pa.ra.llf'I computn with 1> procPssors. Ead1 
procPssor get.s thus 11/p data. itPrns. PRAM algorithms often rrquirr p = 0(11). Thus 
thr amount of data it.ems t.o hr placPd in Pach pro1·essor is n/p = 0( I). Instead of 
this fin<'rl-gra.inPd morlrl, WP ronsidrr a morr rr?.list.ic rase in whirh p << 11, whirh is 
usually t.hr 1'.a.•;i•, rvrn with r11rrr11t MPP (massivrly parallel pron•ssors). W•• Wilnt. t.o 
design a.lgorit.hms I.hat. arr sralablf', in t.lw sensr that. t.hry must. hP rfficirnt. for a widP 
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n/p n/p n/p n/p 

0 Processor D L<.cal memory 

Figure 1: A distributed memory multiprocessor 

range of n/p. 

Consider Figure I, where we have p processors Pi, P2, ... , Pp, each with its local 
memory of size IJ~n/p). The term coarse-grained is used here as to mean that the 
size of the local memory, O(n/p), is "much larger" than 0(1). For instance, we may 
require n/p ~ p. These p processors are connected through some kind of interconnection 
network, e.g. mesh, hypercube, etc. 

The bask id1~a is a.5 follows. We first distribute the n ini;.ut data it.Pms among the p 
processors each with n/p. This is done by a partitioning scheme. The algorithm to be 
designed consists of a repetition of two phases or rounds: a computation pha.5e fo!lowed 
by a communication round. In the computat;ion phase, we attempt to use the best 
known sequential algorithms in each processor that processes their data independently. 
In the communication round, we shift data around, with each processor sending out a 
total n/p rb.ta items and receiving a total of n/p data items. W<'. express this by the 
following generic scheme. 

repeat the following k tim£<s 
b<'.gin 

end 

romputation pha.<i,., 
comrnunication round 
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The goal is to design algorithms which require a small number of communication 
rounds, i.e. with the smallest possible k. In ~a.ch computation phase we use the best 
possible sequential algorithm. In many geometric algorithms presented in [8, 9], k is 
constant or O(logp). Since pis usually small as compared ton, the resulting algorithm 
will be highly efficient in practice. The studied geometric problems that can be solved 
as mentioned with k = constant or O(logp) include the following. Notice that effi
cient solution to some of these problems can be very important in Computer Graphics 
applications. The interested reader should refor to [8, 9] for details. 

area of the union of rectangles 

2. JD-maxima 

3. 2D-nearest neighbors of a point set 

4. lower envelope of line segments in the plane (also known as the visibility problem) 

5. 2D-weighted dominance counting 

6. multisearch Oil balanced search trees, segment tree construction, and multiple 
segment tree search. 

• •• • • ·• •• •• •• •• •• • • 

• List element 

Figure 2: A linear linked list 

In [IO], we investigate the prob:~m of list ranking. Consider a linked list of n 
elements (Figure 2). The problem of list ranking r:onsists of finding the location or 
distance of ea.ch element in a linked list with respect. to the end of the list. It a.ppf'ars as 
subproblem in several graph and tree problems. Therefore an efficient solution for list 
ranking has direct consequences in other applications. A trivia.I sequential algorithm 
solve this problem in O(n) time by traversing the list. Several PRAM list ranking 
algorithms have bef'n proposed, with O(logn) time romplPxit.y. 

In our r.oarse-graine<I <listrihut.ed memory modrl, wr clistrihutr thf' input n in t.hr p 
pror.essors, as shown in Figure ;J. 



0 Processor D Local memory 

List node x with pointer (x -+next(x)) 

Figure 3: A linear linked list stored in a distributed wemory multiprocessor 

In [IO] we present a scalable parallel algorithm for then-element list ranking problem 
using p processors. Two versions of the algorithm are given. The first version requires, 
with high probability, log{3p) + logln(n) communication rounds. The second version 
requires only O(rlogp) communication rounds, with high probability, where r < ln·(n) 
is an extremely small number. 

It is not our purpose to give the details here (which can be obtained from [IO]). We 
wish to emphasize, however, the importance of this coarse-grained computing model 
for distributed memory systems. If we manage to design appropriate algorithms with a 
small number of communication rounds, then it is very likely t.ha.t the resulting algorithm 
will be efficient in practice. 

6 Virtual shared me1nory systems 

Shared memory systems haVf~ hPt>n popular elm~ to many advantagt>s and ease of their us
age. Carht>-rohPrent non-w1iform nwmory M'Cf':>s an<I non-r:oherent non-uniform mem
ory acces.-; architectures havf' heen proposed [I, 16]. The hardware version of shared 
memory i nru rs nPvr.rthf'lf'ss high r:ost. of i 111 plf'mf'ntalion. Implementation of shared 
memory in :;oftwarf', also known as virtual sharf'd memory, constitutes a viable alterna
tive [.1, .5]. 
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Research in virtual shared memory systems a.re being carried out a.t the Universida.de 
Federal de Rio de Janeiro on the NCP II ma.chine (successor of the NCP I [2], a.nd at 
the Universida.dt> de Sao Paulo (IME/USP) [6, 15]. 

The NCP II projPCt is financed by the FINEP /MCT (Fina.ucia.dora. Jt> Estudos e 
Projetos - Research a.nd Project Funding Agency) of the Ministr~· of Science a.nd Tech
nology and started at the beginning of 1995. This constitutes one of the few projects 
support·~d by FINEP in the area of design ar.d development of high-performance com
puters in Brazil. Another project financed by FINEP is being carried out at LSI/USP 
(Laboratorio de Sistemas lntegrciveis, Universida.de de Sao Paulo). The FINEP support 
amounts to roughly four w.illion dollars. 

The research ofvirtual :-;hared memory at the Universida.de de Sao Paulo (IME/USP) 
is supported by a joint GMO/CNPq international cooperation program between Brazil 
and Germany. The counterp4rt in Germany is GMO FIRST, Berlin. One goal of 
the joEnt program. among other goals, is to develop performance prediction models for 
parallel programs, based on a virtual shared memory system (VOTE [6J) and run~ on 
the GMO Manna machine. The following is an abstract extracted from [15]. 

The performance capabilities of virtually sharec' memory systems (VSM) still fails 
to seriously refute the impression that VSM seems to be a luxury, which provides 
conceptual simplicity at the expense of performance. The paper [15] is based on the 
VOTE VSM system running on top of a crossbar-based parallel computer system. The 
design of VOTE is a two layer approach, providing conceptual simplicity by means of 
a sequential consistency at default and, moreover, providing a framework of functions 
to allow performancP enhancements. This enables the programmer to use a customized 
programming style addres..,ing any combination of sequential consistency's conceptual 
simplicity and th~ maximum performance achieved through message passing. 

To valirlate the approach, performance overheads are discussed. The paper [15] 
shows the possibility of developing analytical performance models. Such models are 
able to predict the exPCution time for a generic number of processors and for difforPnt 
architectures. They can bf' used for bottleneck identification and, in somP casPS, servr 
as a guide for software improvement for hoth thP application and the VSM systPm. 

Appendix A - Supercomputer systen1s 

NEC SX3/12R 

NEC SX3/11R (I CPtr. 1. pipf's, :t2 (;Flops) 

Local: lnstitul.o Narinnal df' Pf'squisa.'i Espaciais /Centro Mf'teorologic:o de 
PrPvisao,. TPrnpo (li-iPE/CPTEC WN\l.llf'r ForPc<t.-.t. CN1l.Pr) 

ObsPrvat.ion: This Pq11ip111P11t. occupif'd I.hf' IX6t.h posit.ion on t.hP TOP.500 S11pPrcom
pul.N Sit.Ps, Tr.nrlf'S.'lf'f'/f\.lannlwim rrport. of!) Nov. l!)!).J. In I.hf' Nnvf'rnbf'r, 11, I!)!)!) 



report, it occupies the -t20th position on th~ TOP500 list. 

Cray Research EL98 and J-90 

Cray Research EL98 with 6 procl'SSOrs 
Cray Research J-90 with 8 processors (to be upgraded to 16 proc.) 

Local: Universidade de Sio Paule (l!SP). 

Cray Research Y-MP2E 

Cray Research Y-MP2E - 2 CPUs. 

Local: Centro Nacional de Supercompu~io, UniversidaJe Federal do Rio 
Grande do Sul (CESUP/UFRGS) 

Observation: one of the Brazilian National Supercomputer Centers (Centro Nacional de 
Processa.mento de Alto Desempenho - CENAPAD). 

Cray Research EL94 and J-98 

Cray Research EL9-t and Cray J-98 (mid 95) 

Local: Universidade F'edera.I do Rio de Janeiro (COPPE/UF'RJ) 

IBM 9021-711 

IBM 9021-711 with I VF'. 

Local: UnivPrsidadP Esta.dual dP Campinas 

Observation: one of thP Brazilian National SupPrcompnter Centers (Centro Nacional de 
ProcPs.-;a.mento cl" :\Ito 0f'sf'mpf'nho ··CENA PAD). 

IBM 3090/600 

IBM :J090/600-6VF' (6 pro.-.) 

Local: Petrohras, Rio tlf' .Jant~iro. 

IBM 9021-820 

IBM 9021-R20 (·I prnrf's.-.nrs). 

Loral: Pf'trnhrt\...;, Rio "" .larwiro. 
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IBM 3090 

IBM 3090 with VF. 

Local: Universidade Federal de Santa. Maria (UFSM) 

IBM SP-1 

IBM SP-I (16 procs.) 

Local: Laboratorio Nacional de Compu~ao Cientifica, Conselho Nacional 
de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e TecnolOgico (LNCC/CNPq). 

Observation: one of the Brazilian National Supercomputer Centers (Centro Nacional de 
Processamento de Alto Desempenho - CENAPAD). 

IBM SP-1 

IBM SP-I (8 procs.) 

Local: Universidade &ta.dual de Campinas (UNICAMP). 

Observation: one of the Brazilian National Supercomputer Centers (Centro Nacional de 
Processamento de Alto Desempenho - CENAPAD). 

IBM SP-2 

IBM SP-2 (4 procs.) 

Local: llniversidac:le Federal do Ceara (UFCE) 

Observation: one of the Brazilian National Supercomputer CPntRrs (Centro Nacional de 
Processam<'nlo de Alto Desempenho - CENA PAD). 

IBM f''P-2 

IB.M SP-2 (4 prors.) 

Loral: FliNCEME/Ceara. 

Observation: one of thr Hrazilian National SupercompntRr Crntf'rs (Centro !'larional <Ir 
Prorf'ssamrnto de Alt0 0PsPrnprnho - CENAP:\D). 

Intel iPSC-860 / 8 

lnfPI hyp.-rrnhf' iJ>S('.XfiO / ~ 

Loral: l!nivPrsidadf' Frdnal do Hin rlf' .Janriro (f'OPPE/l'FJtl) 
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Intel IPSC-2 / 16 

Intel hyrercube IPSC-2 / 16 

Local: Universidade de Rrasilia (Fisica/UnB). 

Parsytec PowerXplorer 

Parsytec PowerXplorer 16/32 (H; 11odes each with a PowerPC 601 and T805 - L2~ 
GFLOPS peak). 

Local: Universidade de Sao Paulo, lnstituto de Matematica e Estatistica 
(DCC /11\1 E/lJSP). 

Parsytec Multicluster/MP 

Parsytec Multidus~r/MP (Transputer). 

Local: Universida.de Federal de Pernambuco (Dl/UFPE). 

Silicon Graphics Challenge 

Silicon Graphics Challenge / 8 CPUs R4000 

Local: Universida.de de Sao Paulo (LSI/USP). 

Silicon Graphics Power Challenge 

Silicon Graphics Power Challenge (6 procs.) 

Loral: lnstituto de Estudos do Mar/Rio de Janeiro 

Obsrrvation: This equipment occupied the 392th position on thr TOP!lOO Superrnrn
putrr Sitt>s of thr TOP500 Tenn('SStt/Mannheim report on Nov. 9, !99-L 

Silicon Graphics / 2 CPUs R800 

Silicon <:raphks / 1 ('Plf s R800 

Loral: Crntro Trrnologiro :\rrOf'sparial - lnstituto •If' E.'\l11<los :\ van~a•los 
(CT:\/IEAv) 

Silicon Graphic!! Onyx 

Silirnn ( :raphirs Onyx (·I prors. - sharrtl mrmory) 

l.1wal: C'f'ntro Narional rlr Suprrromputac;ao. lI nivrrsitfadf' Ff'drral do f{io 
<:rand,. rlo Sul (('EStrP/trFR<:S) 
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NCP-1 

Hypen:ubP NCP-1 (8 nodes each with a T800 and Intel i860). 

Local: Universidade Fetieral do Rio de Janeiro (COPPE/UFRJ) 

Wavetracer 

Wavetracer / SIMD 

Local: Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais (DCC/UFMG) 

Appendix B - World Wide Web sites 

We list below some of the WWW sites related to Latin American universitie.; and R&D 
related institutions. 

Argentina (top level domain) 
Universidad de Chile 
Costa Ricas Research Netvork 

Table 8 

Ecuador: Universidada San Francisco de Quito 
Rexico (Info) 
Pont. Univ. Catolica Rio de Janeiro (PUC/RJ) 
Univ. Federal do Rio de Janeiro (COPPE/UFRJ) 
Univ. Federal de Rinas Gerais 
Univ. Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (Inst. Inf.) 
Univ. Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (CESUP) 
Univ. Feder1l de Santa Catarina 
Universidade Estadual de Caapinas 
Universidade de Sao Paulo 

FAPESP Fund. de Aaparo a Pesq. Est. S. Paulo 
CNPq Conselho Nacional de Des. Cient. e Tecnol. 
CITE/CNPQ {Softex 2000, ProTem, RNP) 
INPE - Inst. Nae. de Pesquisas Espaciais 
LNCC - Lab. Nae. Coaputacao Cient. 

7 Conclusion 

nttp://vvv.ar:70/ 
http://vvv.dcc.uchile.cl/ 
http://ns.cr/ 
http://aail.usfq.edu.ec/ 
http://info.pue.udlap.ax/ 
http://vvv.puc-rio.br/ 
http://guarani.cos.ufrj.br:SOOO/ 
http://dcc.ufag.br/ 
http://tucano.inf.ufrgs.br/ 
http://vvv.cesup.ufrgs.br/ 
http://vvv.inf.ufsc.br/ 
http://vvv.unicaap.br/ 
http://vvv.usp.br/ 
http://vvv.lsi.usp.br/ 
http://vvv.fapesp.br/ 
http://vvv.cnpq.br/ 
http://vvv-cite.cn;>q.br/ 
http://vvv.inpe.br/ 
http://vvv.lracc.br/ 

By ohsrrving thr rvolution of t.hf' TOP!lOO s11pN1·01111>11lns in trrms of arrhilf'rturr 
1l11ring I.hf' pa."l f,.w yf'ars, wr not.in• an incrf'aJ;in~ly hi~hrr 1111111bf'r of MPP (m?l'."ivf'ly 
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parallel processors) sys~ms. We can be quite certa:n that Parallel Computing will play 
a crucial role in high-performance ccmputing in the next decade. 

Although there are very few supercomputers on the TOP500 list located in Latin 
America, we notice a considerable number of "'smaller" supercomputer sites in Latin 
America, as shown in Appendix A. 

The role of the federal government in establishing public scientific policy is very 
important. A notable example is the Brazilian Policy on Science and Technology of 
CNPq/MCT (Conselho Nacional de Dcsenvolvimento Cientifico and Tecnologico - Na
tional Science and Technology Development Agency) and '.-INEP/MCT (Financiado:-a 
de Estudos e Projetos - Research and Project Funding Agency), both of the Ministry 
of Science ar.d Technology. These agencies determines the scientific and technologi
cal policies and provide the necessary funding. In addition to these t\\o, there is still 
CAPES/l\IEC (Fund~ao Coordenac;ao de Aperfeic;oamento de Pessoa! de Nivd Supe
rior) of the Ministry of Education that contributes to the formation of human resources 
by providing scholarships to graduate students to pursue their degrees, both in Brazil 
and abroad. 

We examined the importan!. role of funding resulting from international cooperation 
programs. To obtain such fundings some of the usual requirements include the pres
ence of international partners, including industrial partners. The projects are usually 
application-oriented and should produce measurable deliverables that benefit the soci
ety. Though high-performani:e computing is costly, it can be crucial to solve some the 
very pressing problems that can benefit mankind (environment analysis and planning, 
meteorology, etc.). 

In more technical terms, we have examined the importance of defining new models 
of computation and the design of scalable parallf'I algorithms. Such algorithms not 
only should be efficient in theory, hut principally in practical implementations. We also 
railed our attention to the research of virtual shared memory that unitrs conceptual 
simplicity and the maximum performance. 
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Table 1 

Continent or Number of supercomputers 
country in the TOP500 list 

Unites States 269 543 
Europe 139 283 
Japan 73 143 
Others 19 4% 

I Total 500 100311 



Table 2 

(Source: TOP500 Supercomputer Sites - November 10, 1995 report [12].) 

[Country Institution Equipment Usage 

iv1exico Univ. Aut. Metropolitana. SGI Power Challenge Academic 
Brazil INPE / CPTEC NEC SX-3/12R Weather 

Ranking I 
268 
420 



Table 3 

{Source: TOP500 Supercomputer Sites - November I I, I993 report [I I).) 

Count:-y Institution Equipment Usage Ranking 
Brazil INPE / CPTEC NGC SX-3/I2R Weather 93 
Mexico Univ. Nae. Aut. de Mexico Cray Y-MPI/I32 Academic 292 
Mexico ITESM IBM 9076-0'JI SP-I Academic 408 
Brazil UFRGS Cray Y-MP2E/232 Academic 461 



Table 4 

Month/year Number of MPP sys•ems ·-

in the TOP500 list 

Jun/1993 156 313 
Nov/1993 187 373 
Jun/1994 227 453 
Nov/1994 239 483 
Jun/1995 230 463 
Nov/1995 284 573 



Table 5 

Month/year Number of systems 
using off-the-shelf CMOS 

Jun/1993 109 223 
Nov/1993 124 253 
Jun/1994 193 393 
Nov/1994 242 483 
Jun/1995 322 643 
Nov/1995 364 73% 



Table 6 

(In billions or US dollars.) 

Country Hardware Software Services in Total Total/GNP Total 1 
products Informatics per capita I 

USA 85,6 31,8 58,8 176,2 2,83 646 
Japan 35,5 6,4 30,2 72,1 2,04 295 
Germany 17,0 5,8 15,0 37,8 1,94 465 
France 10,4 4,1 12,0 26,5 2,00 466 
UK 11,7 4,2 10,2 26,l 2,41 438 
Italy 6,2 3,3 7,1 16,6 1,35 292 
Brazil 5,2 0,9 2,7 8,9 2,00 63 
Netherlands 3,4 1,7 2,8 7,9 2,:16 499 



Table 7 

University 

Univ. Federal de Perna.mbuco, Brazil 

Univ. de Braslia, Brazil 

Univ. Fed. Mato Grosso Sul, Brazil 
Univ. Fed. Minas Gerais, Brazii 

Univ. de So Paulo (Eng.), Brazil 

Univ. de So Paulo (Comp. Sci.), Brazil 

Univ. &tadual Campinas, Brazil 

Univ. Fed. So Carl~. Brazil 
Pont. Univ. Catlica Rio de Janeiro 
Unvi. Fed. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

Univ. Fed. Rio Grande Sul, Brazil 
Centro de Ca.lculo, Fae. de lngenieria, U rugua.y 
Inst. Tee. Autnomo de Mexico, Mexico 
Universidad <le Chile, Chile 

Univ. Simn Bolvar, Venezuela 

Exa.:nples of Research Areas 

Pa.ra.llel Architectures 
Parallel Algorithms 
Parallel Architectures 
Concurrent programming 
Distr. Operating Systems 
Parallel Algorithms 
Para.Itel Processing 
Parallel Algorithms 
Parallel Computer Architectures 
Para.Itel languages and compilers 
Parallel Algorithms 
Systolic Algorithms 
Parallel Algorithms 
Efficient implementation issues 
Parallel Algorithms 
Parallel Algorithms 
Parallel Computer Architectures 
Parallel Algorithms 
Superscaler Architectures 
Parallel Architectures 
Para.Itel Proc. on workstations 
Distributed Systems 
Parallel Algorithms 
Cellular Automata. 
Parallel Algorithms 
Para.Itel Programming Tools 



Argentina (top leYel d011ain) 
UniYersidad de Chile 
Costa Ricas Research letvort 

Table 8 

Ecuador: UniYersidade San Francisco de Quito 
llexico (Info) 
Pont. UniY. Catolica Rio de Janeiro (PUC/RJ} 
UniY. Federal do Rio de Janeiro (COPPE/UFRJ) 
UniY. Federal de llinas Gerais 
Uni•. Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (Inst. Inf.) 
UniY. Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (CESUP) 
UniY. Federal de Santa catarina 
Uni•ersidade Esta.dual de Caapinas 
UniYersidade de Sao Paulo 

FlPESP Fund. de Aaparo a Pesq. Est. S. Paulo 
CJIPq Conselho Nacional de Des. Cient. e Tecnol. 
CITE/CNPQ (Softex 2000, ProTea, RlfP) 

INPE - Inst. Nae. de Pesquisas Espaciais 
LRCC - Lab. lac. Co•putacao Cient. 

http://vvv.ar:70/ 
http://vvv.dcc.uchile.cl/ 
http://n.s.cr/ 
http://mail.usfq.edu.ec/ 
http://info.pue.udlap.llX/ 
http://vwv.puc-rio.br/ 
http://guarani.cos.ufrj.br:BOOO/ 
http://dcc.ufmg.br/ 
http://tucano.inf.ufrgs.br/ 
http://vwv.cesup.ufrgs.br/ 
http://vwv.inf.ufsc.br/ 
http://vwv.unicaap.br/ 
http://vvv.usp.br/ 
http://vwv.lsi.usp.br/ 
http://vwv.fapesp.br/ 
http://vvv.cnpq.br/ 
http://1J1JV-cite.cnpq.br/ 
http://vvv.inpe.br/ 
http://ll1f1f.lncc.br/ 
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n/p 11/p n/p n/p 

0 Proces.o;;or D Local memory 

Figure I: A distributed memory multiprocessor 



• •• •• • • • • • • ·• • • • 

Figure 2: A linear linked list 
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0 Processor D Local memory 

List node z with pointer (x -+next(z)) 

Figure 3: A linear linked list stored in a. distributed memory multiprocessor 




